
How do I take notes? (please note that for convenience’s sake, this document is single-spaced). 

 

Taking notes on what you read for a research project is an essential skill that can be easily 

mastered with a few short strokes.  The main idea is to try and recognize content in your secondary 

materials that you can use later, either in quoted, paraphrased, or summarized form. 

 

Let’s look at the note taking process first. 

 

You’ll find that most professional writers you’re studying tend to practice the same type of habits 

that I’m trying to pass along to you. They structure paragraphs with topic sentences.  Paragraphs 

are usually focused on an example so that these blocks of writing hold together and make sense. 

The beginning of an article or essay usually states the point that the person is making.  The 

concluding paragraph generally offers a conclusion (if [my idea], then what?) and implications (if 

[my idea], so what? Why does it matter?).  Therefore, I’d suggest that you concentrate on these 

parts of a secondary source, because you’ll find your most useful materials there. 

 

We’ll use this essay as an example, in this link. 

 

Create a notes file with full bibliographical information, including page numbers and links 

 

Since research papers tend to be a mess while they’re in process, it’s a good idea to create a 

container for all your materials. I usually make a file called “notes” and stow all my mess there. For 

my purposes, the best thing to do is keep the file handy and open when you’re going over 

materials.  Create an entry with the correct title, author, link, whatever. Then, if it has page 

numbers, create sub-entries next to the page numbers. Here’s the example from the link. 

 

Heidt, Amanda. “Conferences Confront Abortion Bans and Anti-LGBTQ+ Laws.” Science, vol. 

380, issue 6651, 23 June 2023, pp. 1207-08. 

1207 Heidt’s first paragraph introduces us to the dangers some professional women feel in 

attending conferences in states with restrictive abortion laws if they are themselves expecting: those 

“who might need emergency medical care for complications such as miscarriage, ectopic 

pregnancy, and septic uterus.” 

 

Why was this worth marking out and quoting, paraphrasing, or summarizing?  

 

It’s from the first paragraph, and sets the tone for the rest of the short article. Since fear seems to 

be its point, I used a quotation that best embodies it. I might not use it at all, but it’s a good thing to 

have on hand.  Here is what I would have considered on the first page in the illustration below.The 

conflict seems to be about whether to have meetings in such states or not, so everything I chose 

was about that. 

 

 

https://www.science.org/doi/epdf/10.1126/science.adj3374


 
Ultimately, what you mark out as important material will depend on your topic. But it never hurts 

to gather as much material as you can. It’s better to have too much and have to omit things rather 

than not having enough and scrambling for materials so you’ll have something to say. 


